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1. SILICONE FULL LENGTH SOCKS










Protect skin from being dry and rough, replenish water
& other nutrition essence for feet,
And has good elasticity and delay skin aging.
Inner lining- thermoplastic natural gel with Vitamin E,
Olive oil & Jojoba oil
Outer material- 90% cotton
10% spandex rubber
Bottom coated with anti-slippage rubber
Medical Indication- Diabetes, heel pain, heel spur
Contra indication – open wound or broken skin
Universal size
Colour – Pink

2. SILICONE ANKLE SOCKS









Medical grade Silicone inserted anklet socks reduce
impact on joint & promote circulation to protect
heel cracking and dryness.
Aids in prevention of haematomas & oedemas
Provide heel pain relief by cushioning
Breathable seamless knit fabric prevents
excessive moisture pooling& provide grip against slippage.
Washable
Universal size
Colour- blue

3. SILICONE TOE SPREADER FOR BUNION







Podiatrist recommended gel toe separator Bunion comfortably
realign overlapping toes and help relieve pan.
Insulating pad fits between big and second toe, reduces
skin irritation, pressure and friction caused due to misalignment.
Shied which rests along the outside of foot prevents the shoes
from rubbing along the sensitive skin.
Enriched with medical grade silicone and mineral oil
Washable to maintain hygiene
Universal size
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4. GEL DOUBLE TOE SEPARATOR










Anatomically designed to spread toes, absorb
pressure & help in their alignment with gentle and
constant pressure
Indicated due to irritation caused by corn,
pinched overlapping toes and mal-align toes
Flexible spreader over your big toe and second toe
reduce friction and provide high cushioning coefficient
Sleek design can easily be put into shoes and stay in
place better due to the extra anchor
Will retain its shape even after long usage
Latex free and hypoallergenic
Washable and reusable
One size fits all and packed in a pair

5. SUPERSTEP INSOLES











Features the heel secure comfort system offering
a deep cup and an expansive micro thin platform
that fits in all shoes.
Proper grip cuts n the bottom with extra cushion
at heel to provide shock absorption
Deep heel cradle
Double layer cushion casing and extra ventilation facility
Latex free and ant-bacteria coating to allow all day wear
Firm support in arch
Outer EVA full length foam for added comfort
Available with different shoe size which can be
trimmed to fit your size
IndicationPlanter fasciitis
Achilles Tendonitis
Arch strain
Knee pain due to mild OA or sprain
Cavus feet
Collapsed/weak arches
Heel pain
Cuboid syndrome
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6. TOE SEPARATORS GEL WITH RING


Separates dislocated and close adjoining toes, protects
against sore rubbing, skin irritation and corns.
 A ring pulled over the toe ensures that the toe spreader
stays firmly in place
 The silicone gel has a memory effect which adapts
perfectly to the contours of each part of the foot without
slipping and returns to its original shape immediately after wearing
 Medical indication- foot/footwear conflicts
Hallux valgus
Unsightly toes
Toe hammer or claw
Therapeutic pain reduction
 Washable, long-lasting and durable
 Packed as pairs

7. SILICONE TOE CREST PAD











Relieves forefoot and toe pain caused by hammer,
claw and mallet toes
These pads support curled toes, easing pressure on
toe tips, relieving stress on metatarsal shafts and
eliminating forefoot pain
Gently stretches and lengthens foot muscles while
cushioning against irritation.
Gel doesn’t absorb odours and can be hand
washed with mild liquid
These pads don’t lose their cushioning or
flatten out the way foam pads do.
Sleek design can easily be put into shoes and stay in
place better due to the extra anchor
Will retain its shape even after long usage
Latex free and hypoallergenic
One size fits all and packed in pairs
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8. GEL PADS SEPARATORS CREST













New 3 Holes Design which fits underneath your toes to fill the gaps caused by Mallet toes, hallux
valgus, paronychia, claw-like toe, overlapping toes etc
Material s made of Super Soft Gel Silicone which reduces toe and foot discomfort
The gel will help lift your toes upwards and prevent the end of the toes being rubbed
Stretches and aligns toes, realign Joint, Bunion relief.
Improve balance, straighten bent toes, increase circulation, improve foot strength, alleviates Tension.
Absorbs shock, vibration and provides even pressure distribution
Supports bent-under toes, easing pressure on toe tips and relieving stress on the metatarsal area
Great for Yoga, Pilates, Runners, Dancers, fitness etc apart from medical use
Sleek design can easily be put into shoes and stay in place better due to the extra anchor
Will retain its shape even after long usage
Latex free and hypoallergenic
One size fits all and packed in pairs

9. DOUBLE CONTOURED CERVICAL PILLOW
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10. Executive Back Supports & Lumbar Back Supports

11.Coccyx Pillow
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